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Reserves’
plight nothing
to laugh at
HEN Justin Trudeau was having a good laugh at the
expense of an Indigenous protester this spring at a
Liberal party fundraiser, there was something he and
millions of other Canadians didn’t seem to know.
What he apparently had no inkling of, while he was basking in
the appreciative laugher of sycophantic onlookers, was this:
North Spirit Lake First Nation was plunging into despair.
As we all found out last Thursday, when the remote Oji-Cree
community north-east of Red Lake declared a state of emergency, the reserve has been long plagued by addiction and faulty
infrastructure.
According to Indigenous Services Canada, this troubling stateof-affairs came to a head on Oct. 18, when the agency was notified
that a water main that been repaired in September was damaged
during back-filling. Parts must now be ordered. The latest repair
could take up to two weeks. Two weeks with no water, in a country like Canada.
The government’s seemingly neat-and-tidy response, including
supplies of bottled water and sanitary wipes for North Spirit
Lake’s nursing station, made it seem like everything will soon be
back to normal. But the sense of helplessness and desperation
outlined in the band’s state-of-emergency declaration rang true.
Teachers and nurses are getting out, and who can blame them.
NDP MPP Sol Mamakwa (Kiiwetinoong) said North Spirit
Lake’s sewage system has often broken down, due to faulty
pumps. Nishnawbe Aski Nation says it plans to send food and
clothing to North Spirit Lake, which is clearly in serious trouble.
What kind of life have the children been having?
When the protester showed up at Trudeau’s March fundraiser,
the issue was mercury poisoning. Grassy Narrows First Nation
still hasn’t received federal funding that Trudeau earlier
promised for the construction of a treatment centre for those
who suffer from the disease through no fault of their own.
When the video of Trudeau’s shocking performance went viral, one sensed many Canadians emitted a collective gasp. How
could a prime minister, or any national leader, exhibit such buffoonery and act like he couldn’t care less, especially in the face of
people who suffer from one of the most debilitating diseases
imaginable? One is right to wonder: Is it this cavalier attitude, at
the highest level of government, that causes human disasters to
fester, like the one in North Spirit Lake?
It’s always a knee-jerk reaction. Modular homes were trucked
over fading winter roads to Cat Lake First Nation this spring only after the housing mould situation had reached a crisis. There
seems to be no sense of long-term planning, no constant communication between federal agencies and band councils about
where things are at.
A tiny, largely drug-addicted community of only 400 people
like North Spirit Lake can be forgiven for lacking not only skilled
personnel to operate water plants, nursing stations and a school,
but, occasionally, solid political leadership.
Something has to change. Problems that are fixable early on
should not be constantly blowing up into a crisis. The current
and future prime ministers must bring about that change. And
one other thing that’s crucially important: in their heart of
hearts, he or she must give a damn.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Safety should priority
for Highway 102
HERE have been many letters written on the subject of the designated truck route plan. I can’t anT
swer the questions in regards to the accidents or
deaths that have occurred on Dawson Road/Highway
102 (Leave Current Truck Routes Alone — letter, Oct.
24) but I can (and have) inform Tom Chauvin that
over the course of my 25 years travelling this route
(five out of seven days a week) that I’m blessed I have
more than nine lives.
It’s not the wealthy people who recently built their
homes on this stretch of highway that are just complaining. It’s residents that have had to endure the
tractor-trailer traffic for many years.
It is simple. Safety should be the priority. Anyone
who has driven Dawson Road/Highway 102 knows
the rock cuts, the overpasses, the windy road.
There shouldn’t be an issue of speed on the Thunder Bay Expressway, as everyone should be doing the
posted speed limit — as they should be on Dawson
Road/Highway 102.
I am looking forward to the city council to finally
make a decision once and for all.

Paula Lappalainen
KAMINISTIQUIA

Nature is in charge
of Earth’s climate
ATURE is speaking to the world through climate
change. Who is actually listening and “hearing”
N
the messages being put forth?
Early winter conditions are occurring throughout
the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere is experiencing a late start to their spring because of snow storms and cold weather. The “bread
baskets” of the world are enduring devastating crops
losses, which is going to drive food prices sky high
and total cost of living increases will double.
Nature is telling mankind that she controls the
Earth’s climate — not man. Political climate science
based on unproven scientific hypothesis are not the
cause, carbon dioxide is not a pollutant, carbon dioxide is food for plants and vital to all life on Earth.
Isn’t it time to speak out against this alarmist propaganda being force fed through the mainstream media to the uninformed public? All the while instituting biased reporting and obfuscating nature’s real
messages. The predicted global cooling solar cycle
has started. Nature has spoken.

Robert Chondon
THUNDER BAY

Hyer responded
to nuclear issue
N A LETTER to the editor (Silence On Nuclear Issue
— Oct. 12), I asked, “Where is the support given
Ifrom
any political party to discourage (the Nuclear
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Waste Management Organization) from seeking such
a storage area so far from the source of production?”
To my surprise, I received a call from the Green
Party candidate for Thunder Bay-Superior North
Bruce Hyer on the day of publishing. He was very informative about his past efforts to have used nuclear
waste material remain in southern Ontario for a lifetime of storage and that Canada should start the
process to reduce dependence for nuclear power to

the point of eventually decommissioning nuclear
power generating plants. I could not agree more.
In my letter, it was my error for not stating a timeline with respect to my question. To be clear, I was referring to the 2019 federal election. I apologize for
any misunderstandings that Mr. Hyer, or any other
candidate may have, as my question was related to
current events. Also with respect to my reference to
“storage area,” this means a deep geological repository site.

Ed Dunnill
MANITOUWADGE

Life Chain supporters
want to share information
ESPITE the hate that spewed from the opposition
at Life Chain on Oct. 5, we know that the pro-life
D
movement is growing, as is natural and necessary.
This past year marked 50 years of legal abortion on
demand in Canada.
Abortion is fully funded by taxpayers right up until the moment of birth. Yes, a mother can be in
labour and still legally request for the baby to be terminated. Legal. Paid for by you.
The implications and devastation of this is greater
than a mother, father, or an entire nation can fathom.
The word “abort” means to stop. In its basic sense, a
life is stopped. Whether this life was emerging in its
beginning stages, or fully formed and ready to meet
the world — it has been stopped. Never to be allowed
to reach his or her potential, never even allowed his
or her first unalienable right: the right to life.
Since 1969, more than four million children have
been killed through abortion. With staggering numbers like these we know we are living through a modern-day genocide, that being the deliberate killing of
a large group of people.
Statistically, a mother’s womb has become the
most dangerous place for a human to live. Only, the
people being eradicated have no voice. They cannot
be seen. They cannot fight back.
It therefore becomes the absolute responsibility of
others to bring attention to this crime and call for
justice, for laws, and ultimately, for love. How many
people in our nation so desperately seek to become
parents, and yet will not be given this opportunity,
while countless lives are snuffed out.
Studies have found that women who had an abortion experience an 81 per cent increased risk for mental health illness, including depression, anxiety and
substance abuse — not to mention the often physical
ramifications of the abortion. These numbers are
staggering.
Why are we silencing this information?
Women have the right to be fully informed of their
choices, and yet it is not mandatory for women to be
told any of this.
This is why we stand at Life Chain. Out of honour
for our family members, friends, neighbours, and fellow citizens whose lives have been lost to abortion.
We hope that doctors and health professionals who
take part in these killings will have a change of
heart. We act out of love for the women who are being fed the lie that the only way they can live a good
life is to end the one within them.
For those mothers, and fathers, hurt so deeply
from loss, and those so angry they react with hate,
you are loved. There can be healing.

Catherine Galle
THUNDER BAY

Refugees’ big dreams come true at Lakehead University
BY KEVIN BROOKS
N THE outskirts of the
Kakuma Refugee Camp in
northern Kenya, is the
glamourously named but simpleas-can-be Angelina Jolie School for
Girls. When I stood there in blistering heat and dirt-filled wind gusts
in December of 2007, looking for
signs of life and hope, I noticed a
small tree had been planted, and a
donor tag read, “WUSC.”
“What’s WUSC?” I asked one of
the Lost Boys of Sudan I was travelling with.
I got a skeptical glance, and this:
“Doesn’t every Canadian know
about WUSC? It sends refugees
from Kakuma to university in
Canada — it is the brightest light
in our world.”
The brightest light in Kakuma
didn’t, and still doesn’t, register a
flicker for most Canadians. Yet the
World University Services of
Canada (WUSC) continues to send
highly qualified students from the
refugee camps in Kenya, Malawi,
and recently Jordan and Uganda,
to Canadian universities through
their Student Refugee Program.
Right from the start, the program has been a success at Lake-
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head University and throughout
Canada.
The first WUSC student at Lakehead was Martin Rusanga, a
refugee from Rwanda living in
Uganda. He arrived in 1993 and
earned his honours business administration degree in 1997. His
wife Evelyne was able to join him
and earn her business administration degree in 2003, and the couple
were active in churches and organizations in Thunder Bay.
Today, Dr. Rusanga runs an optical dispensary in Kigali, the capital of Rwanda, and directs the Nu-

Vision High School.
Since 2008, Lakehead University
has consistently supported one
student, then two students per
year starting in 2013. These students have often been young southern Sudanese men from the camp I
visited in 2007. Kachuol Piok, who
came in 2016, is the nephew of the
Lost Boy of Sudan I was travelling
with.
“WUSC is the big dream everyone chases,” Kachuol told me. He
said that when he found out he was
coming to Canada, “That was the
best day of my life.”
Kachuol loves living in Thunder
Bay. People have been exceptionally kind to him and he hopes to continue his studies at the Northern
Ontario School of Medicine after
graduation in June of 2020.
“I want to be in the medical field
so I can help my people back
home,” he told me. When I told him
about the first WUSC student at
Lakehead, Dr. Rusanga, Kachuol’s
smile lit up the whole history of
the program.
Rebecca Stephens, also southern Sudanese and from the Kakuma camp, was the first female student to be supported at Lakehead
University in 2015. Since then, two

more female students have arrived.
Students from Iraq and Syria
have joined those from East
Africa; the WUSC presence on
campus grows and diversifies.
When I asked Rebeccca what she
would be doing if she hadn’t been
selected for the WUSC Student
Refugee Program, she said “I don’t
even let myself think about that.”
The students arrive as permanent residents, and are supported
by Lakehead University and its
students for one year. But after
that, they are like every other Ontario student—applying for loans,
working at Canadian Tire during
the school year and gold mines in
the summer.
Some of the students speak Arabic, so they help the Thunder Bay
Multicultural Association with
translating for refugee families
from Syria or the Darfur region of
Sudan.
WUSC guides the program but
the real engine is the Canadian
students who are willing to pay a
small annual fee of $7 to contribute to a life-changing experience.
At Lakehead University, one student-turned-WUSC Mom (or sister,

as she prefers), has kept the program running: Emily Lauzon. In
the spring of 2012, Emily was elected vice-president of the Lakehead
University Student Union and was
handed the WUSC binder. Seven
years later, no longer a student or
Lakehead employee, Emily is still
greeting new students at the airport and helping them buy winter
coats.
“As our WUSC community
grows in Thunder Bay, so does the
need for support at all levels,” Emily told me over email late one
night. “From high level administrative support in the university, to
the day-to-day friendships that
grow from the unique peer-to-peer
structure of the sponsorship program, everyone can play a part in
making these students’ first Canadian experience a meaningful one.
I’m so glad I did.”
Kevin Brooks works at Lakehead
University and is a founding member of the non-profit African Soul,
American Heart: A School for Orphaned Girls from South Sudan.
The views and opinions expressed
in this column are those of the author.

